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Editorial

“As we express our gratitude, we must never forgot that the higher appreciation is not to utter words, but to live by them” – John F.Kennedy.

This century belongs to Ayurveda and the research developments in Ayurveda. An integrated approach towards Ayurveda will be inevitable in coming years. The modern technology and traditional wisdom together without compromising the value inherent to Ayurveda will be the key to success.

Ayurved is science of life. There are four pillar of treatment described in Ayurved, known as chikitsa chatushapd. Doctor, sister, medicine, patient are four pillar of treatment in this scientific era all are engaged in drug research. Our journal also mainly promote experimental and clinical pharmaceutical practices and promote rigorous research that makes significant contribution in research of drug science.

We would like to seize this opportunity to invite all the eminent scholar, research guide and student of Ayurveda to be part of our journey and send your research oriented articles for the research journal. Our journal will surely be an upright platform for cognitive thinking. I hope it will broaden your prospects and further enrich your knowledge. My best wishes to all the team who are working tireless to make the journal huge success.